Year 2 Successful learners
By the time I leave Year 2, my parents and teachers would like me to be:

Brave – I will not be afraid to make mistakes and learn from them – that is how I will improve
More independent – I will think more for myself, try to organise myself and not simply ask adults
An enthusiastic learner – I will enjoy coming to school, take part in lessons and make the most of my time here.
I will be confident, curious and creative!

Resilient – I will learn from my mistakes and try again
Challenged – I will put 100% effort into everything I do and not take the easy route
Respectful – I will be polite to everyone, listen carefully and not argue
Self-motivated – I want to try my hardest because that’s how I will learn
Aware of the bigger picture – I know why I come to school and why it’s important to learn things. I will grow as
a learner and understand that skills and knowledge are part of an on-going journey through my education

My own person – I will stand up for what I think is right and share my opinions
My teachers will help me to achieve this by:
My parents and carers will help me achieve this by:
 Letting me know it’s OK to make mistakes
 Providing a good solid day to day routine and to encourage me
to take responsibility for my learning and myself
 Providing a stimulating and enabling environment
 Help me to make good choices for myself and help me to
 Helping me to be independent and to take ownership of my
understand that there are good and bad consequences to my
learning and myself
choices
 Explaining consequences carefully to make sure I know how I
 Encouraging me to be more independent and help me to begin
can improve
to learn to organise myself
 Always making sure there are more tasks available to help me
 Encourage me to be more independent with my home learning
challenge myself
 Helping to make home learning more fun
 Encourage, excite and challenge my learning
 Listen to me when I share my interests about school or home
 Helping me to share my learning with my parents
 Modelling respect and help me to respect everyone else
 Celebrating my effort, courage and successes

